MAJOR BURT BROWNING’S
MILITARY WEAPON C ARDS PT.1
SA M P LE WEA P ON CARD S

STEN GUN MK II

SVT-40

MODÈLE 1935 PISTOL

Britain 1941

Soviet 1940

France 1935

“In my point of view it’s a lot of sub machine gun
for the money. And that’s what’s war is all about,
resources. For just £2 it will give you almost the
fire power of much more expensive weapons.
At least periodically.” — Major Browning has a
sudden interest in economics.
Cal
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“A very good weapon, but bit inaccurate with
rather unpleasing recoil.” — Claire Crawford, who
likes sleek rather than hefty.
Cal

“A very fine gun, with only one drawback,
the flimsy ammunition. For weak ladies or
Frenchmen.” — Claire Crawford can pick a winner.
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Cal

7.65 mm*
* Long
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Good aim: -1 in difficulty on all shots.

Jammy: All rolls of 1 that is not a fumble is a jam
taking one turn to clear.
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SPEC IAL FREE CARDS
KNUCKLEDUSTER KNIFE

FAIRBAIRN-SYKES
FIGHTING KNIFE

POCKET KNIFE

USA 1918

Britain 1920

Britain 1941

“Devised på two British geniuses. Well balanced,
duoblel bladed, easy to conceal. Perfect for
sneaking up on a enemy guard and stabbing him
in the heart. Not a thing a gentleman would do of
course, but a gentleman will not carry this knife.
He will be carrying an umbrella.”
— Major Browning sticks with whatever British,
sportsmanlike or not.
Type

Dam

Enc

Blade

3 Sharp

0.5

Easy to use: +2 to hit in melee. Well balanced: +2 to
hit if thrown (Range 0.2 Damage 1). Easy to hide:
+3 in difficulty to find if the carrier is searched.
WC:Free:01

“We loved them in the trenches despite what the
stupid Geneva Convention is blathering about.
Politicans, diplomats and lawyers don’t know
how it is to wrestle with a 260 pounds Bavarian
in pickle helmet.” — Sergeant Dudley gets all
sentimental by his loving but muddy memories
from the real war.
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Blade

3 Sharp
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Boxing

BRIGHTON BEACH

“A very practical weapon. I bought mine in a
souvenir shop in Brighton.”
— Doctor Andrews, the coldblooded cat killer.
Type

Dam

Enc

Blade

2 Sharp

-

2 + Strength bonus Blunt

Knuckles or Blade: Attacker can choose to use
either Blade skill or Box skill.
Confusing the opponent: Attacker gets +3 in action
order if changing which skill to use.

Easy to hide: +5 in difficulty to find if the carrier
is searched.
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Part 1 with 55 unique weapon cards available for purchase at www.fallen.se
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